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By Sandra Brown

Hodder & Stoughton General Division. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Mean Streak,
Sandra Brown, Dr. Emory Charbonneau, a paediatrician and marathon runner, disappears on a
mountain road in North Carolina. By the time her husband Jeff, miffed over a recent argument,
reports her missing, the trail has grown cold. Literally. Fog and ice encapsulate the mountainous
wilderness and paralyze the search for her. While police suspect Jeff of 'instant divorce', Emory,
suffering from an unexplained head injury, regains consciousness and finds herself the captive of a
man whose violent past is so dark that he won't even tell her his name. She's determined to escape
him, and willing to take any risks necessary to survive. As her husband's deception is revealed, and
the FBI closes in on her captor, Emory begins to wonder if the man with no name is, in fact, her
rescuer from those who wish her dead - and from heartbreak. Combining the nail-biting suspense
and potent storytelling that has made Sandra Brown one of the world's best loved authors, MEAN
STREAK is a wildly compelling novel about love, deceit, and the choices we must make in order to
survive.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. O die Mur phy II--  Mr s. O die Mur phy II

This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un-- Roosevelt B r a un
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